2010-2011 Princeton Graduate Students with Academic Interests in South Asia

Shahana Chattaraj, PHD, Woodrow Wilson School, Urban Policy shahanac@princeton.edu

Barret F Bradstreet, Phd, WWS, Security Studies, Indian military strategy bbradstr@princeton.edu

Diane L Coffey, Phd, WWS, Population coffey@princeton.edu

Avidit Acharya, Phd WWS, Political Economy, aacharya@princeton.edu

Rohan Mukherji, Phd, Political Science, International Relations, India-China Foreign Policy, rmukherji@princeton.edu

Kanta Murali, Phd, Poli Sci, Comparative Politics, South Asia, Foreign Investment, kmurali@princeton.edu

Vinay Sitapati, Phd Poli Sci, Comapative Politics, South Asia, sitapati@princeton.edu

Dinshaw Mistree, Phd Poli Sci, Comp Politics, South Asia, Land/Public Goods, dmistree@princeton.edu

Dean Spears, Phd Econ, Micro, Development Economics, India dspears@princeton.edu

Rohit Lamba, Phd Econ, theory, rlamba@princeton.edu, rlamba@princeton.edu

Nistha G. Singh, Phd History, Delhi post 1857, ngsingh@princeton.edu

Rotem Geva, Phd History, Delhi/intellectuals/partition, rgeva@princeton.edu

Rohit De, Phd History, Law and courts/state building, rohitde@princeton.edu

Radha Kumar, Phd History, Caste/Education/South India, radhak@princeton.edu

Nabaparna Ghosh, Phd History, Calcutta, Urban, Gender, nghosh@princeton.edu

Ninad Pandit, Phd History, Urban, Theory, ninad@princeton.edu

Megan Brankley, Phd History, Muslim Politics in South Asia/Islam, brankley@princeton.edu

Catherine Evans, Phd History, 18th century, clevans@princeton.edu

Christina Welsch, Phd History, Carnatic Wars, 18th Century South India, cwelsch@princeton.edu

Padriac Scanlan, Phd History, British army, missionaries, pscanlan@princeton.edu

Mona Mady, Phd History, mmady@Princeton.EDU, cwelsch@princeton.edu

Ritwik Bhattacharya, Phd Comparative Literature, ritwikb@princeton.edu
Amin Venjara, Phd Religion, Islam/Law, avenjara@princeton.edu
Nikhil Anand, Phd, Anthropology, The Politics of Water in Mumbai, (visiting from Stanford), nikhil.anand@stanford.edu

Avani Mehta Sood, Phd Psychology, Criminal Law, amsood@princeton.edu